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Welcome!

Dear participants, dear friends,

On behalf of the German All Stars Bangkok, we once again warmly welcome you to this year's 34th edition of the Far 
East Football Tournament! After months of hard work to organize this event, we're very proud to host 46 football teams 
that will participate in this year’s competitions. 

The number of participating teams breaks all records by far. We’re very happy to welcome new teams each year, but 
are particularly pleased to have teams join us every year as it proves to us that that the event is worth coming back. 
Next to teams from Thailand, the German All Stars greet friends from Singapore, China, Dubai, Malaysia, Cambodia, 
Taiwan, Vietnam, and many more (a total of 14 nations).

The tournament includes different game types (11-a-side and 7-a-side) as well as different age categories with 
separate competitions for players above 35 and 45. This year, we will have 12 teams fighting in the Open tournament, 
24 in the Vets, and 10 in the Masters.

Hartwig Schüler, President of German All Stars Bangkok: "It is my pleasure to welcome you to the 34th edition of the 
International Football Tournament 2016 in Bangkok, Thailand. As every year, 2015 was a wonderful event and a major 
success for our beautiful game and we want to continue this success story for a very long time to come. The German 
All Stars Bangkok annual tournament, this year with 46 teams and players from around the globe, is without doubt one 
of the best amateur football events in Asia, if not the world. For 34 years many people give countless hours of their free 
time to organize this event and my cordial thanks going to all 
involved in the long history of this tournament. Now let us look 
forward and enjoy a weekend of football, fun and friendship.

Next to some high-quality amateur football, visitors can join 
free of charge and enjoy a full programme of entertainment, 
live music by the popular Big Boy Band and -most importantly- 
German culinary delights. With 2-day catering provided by local 
German restaurants, we can all look forward to German 
specialties and German beer throughout the event.

Last, but certainly not least, we want to thank all sponsors, 
voluntary helpers, as well as the referees who all help to 
realize this event in the first place. We wish the best of luck 
to all teams, look forward to see fair sports and wish you all
a great time!

With sporty regards on behalf of the GAS BKK,
The Organisation Team

...to the 34th Far East Football Tournament!

P.S.: 
Please follow us at facebook.com/fareasttournament and visit www.far-east-tournament.com as the results will be posted during the event.
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RESULTS: OPEN TOURNAMENT 2015

Cup Final:

GERMAN ALL STARS Bangkok – FARANGUTANS FC 5:1

Cup Semi Finals:

GERMAN ALL STARS Bangkok – BIG BAMBOO SHOOTERS 4:0 
FARANGUTANS FC – OLYMPIQUE DE SAIGON 2:1

Cup 3rd Place:

BIG BAMBOO SHOOTERS – OLYMPIQUE DE SAIGON 5:1

Cup 

1 GERMAN ALL STARS Bangkok (white) 
2 FRANGUTANS FC Chiang Mai
3 BIG BAMBOO SHOOTERS Shanghai 
4 OLYMPIQUE DE SAIGON Vietnam
5 BAYON WANDERERS Cambodia 
6 SPORTSCLUB WINDHOEK Namibia 
7 GERMAN ALL STARS Bangkok (blue) 
8 SAIGON HOT SHOTS Vietnam
          

Plate         

9 SWISS FC Singapore
10 1 THANA MERAH FC Singapore
11 FORBIDDEN CITY FC China
12 SPORTSMAN FC Thailand

Bowl  

13 WANCHAI SPARTANS FC Hongkong
14 VIETNAM REUNITED Vietnam
15 MS DEUTSCHLAND Dubau UAE
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REVIEW: FAR EAST TOURNAMENT 2015



The impressive twelfth century Angkorian “Bayon” Temple lends its name to this elegant team, which was established 
exactly 20 years ago. The strength of the Angkorian Empire is reflected in the depth of this team’s character.  The beauty 
and elegance of the temples is noticeable in the poise and grace with which they take to the field and is clearly seen in 
their flowing passes and general movement around the pitch.
However, if the team didn’t get what it wanted, the horrific brutality of the ancient Khmer kings was clearly evident in 
their violent and erratic behavior on the pitch. This behavior has been wiped out in the last couple of years with the 
assistance of a real “Charter” and the real elegance and grace have been installed.

Bayon are led by their coach, good-old Billy “the Hat”. If the Bayon players are in the mood, they will show his unique 
brand of total football, developed in his youth, around the time of Jayavarman VII. He intends to pass this on to all his 
players, who will try to write history in Bangkok.

Bayon Wanderers FC will participate this year only with one team, one for the Open Tournament. The Veterans and 
Masters will stay home this time.

This year Bayon Wanderers FC is coming only with pure technical players, dancing their way onto the field like ballet 
dancers with exception for their Ferrari and Abraham tank. The others are all highly respected trained and skillful players 
and will defend the Bayon colors with all the power they have.
Participating in the Bangkok Far East International Football Tournament is a huge honor for all Bayon players and they will 
try to perform on their best.

Like always, the expectations for a good result are very high and these players will try their best to reach the highest, …… 
to take the Cup home for the very first time. You never know how a cow will catch a rabbit!!
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Big Bamboo Shanghai  Shooters have been competing in China’s top expat league - The Shanghai 
International Football League - since their creation in 1998, becoming the most successful club in 
the league’s history.

Originally British, the team, much like the Premier League, has seen a big influx of foreign “talent” 
over the years since then; with France, Mexico, Chile, Spain, Holland, New Zealand, America, China 
and Italy all being represented in the current team. Despite this change in make up the Shooters have 
kept alive the two great British past times of taking the piss and getting pissed.

We came last year and while we managed a respectable third it wasn’t the triumphant return we 
hoped for, having previously won it 11 years ago. This year we hope to come back a little stronger 
and take the trophy back to Shanghai.

We are hoping for some good games and we'll be pleased to be meeting some new teams. We have 
some tour veterans and some new recruits, all will be  sure to take home a lot of memories, most 
they will want to keep and a few they will undoubtedly wish they could forget. We hope everyone 
involved has a fantastic time on and off the pitch! Big thanks to our sponsor Big Bamboo and of 
course the tournament organizers for making it all possible.

BIG BAMBOO 
SHANGHAI SHOOTERS 

FC (Casuals)





Lee 

 

 

 

 

FORBIDDEN CITY FC - China
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The German All Stars Bangkok Football Club was founded in 1968 when Günter Glomb started his 17 years 
tenure as head coach of the Thai National team. Besides Mr Glomb’s third place at the Asian Championships in 
1972, his legacy in the form of the German All Stars remains until today.

The club was a founding member of the current Bangkok Casual’s League and the Casuals team has establis-
hed themselves as a regular in the top four of Division 1 after winning the Division 2 championship title in 2013. 
Despite the long history of the club, the German All Stars are anything but old fashioned. The team consists of 
all ages and nationalities. With an average of 60% German players, the club is particularly proud to welcome 
team mates of any age, having any skills, from any country, playing in any position. The majority of players are 
expatriates living and working (or studying) in Thailand with all sorts of different nationalities including players 
from Great Britain, Turkey, the Netherlands, Bavaria, Italy, Argentina, Spain, and - of course - Thailand!

The Casuals team are currently in fourth position in the Casual’s League, which doesn’t really reflect this 
season’s ambitions. After a promising start expectations were high and rightly so. However, after losing some 
players to injury and relocation, circumstances changed.

This year’s squad increased in numbers, which meant we took the decision to enter a mid-week league in 
Bangkok called the Chang League. The main objectives were to give players who weren’t playing in the Casual 
League regularly a chance to play whilst still remaining competitive.

Besides the weekly trainings (Tuesday’s and Thursday’s), league and cup matches on weekends, the annual 
Far East Football Tournament is the absolute highlight for everyone. The whole team is looking forward to com-
peting and enjoying an ice cold brewed beverage with all teams afterwards.

May the best team win!
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SERVUS!!!
The German All Stars Singapore would like to thank their Brothers and Sister 
from the German-All Stars Bangkok for their invitation to this year's City-Of-An-
gel- Bierathlon. Our GAS Singapore Squad sees a record number of tourists joi-
ning and some of them even come to play football.
Let see who are the heroes, who will go for glory in the legendary 34th edition of 
this wonderful tournament.

Viel Spass, CASUALS GAS Singapore
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" When players share the same vision, everything can happen.

Driven by Brazilian "Joga Bonito" spirit, ÓS DRINKOS took shape for the first time for the 

2015 Phuket International Soccer 7s, with success on and outside the pitch...

 

Managed by Cedric "Dunga" Guillet & Zacharie Blondeau, former players for the Hanoi 

Roots & the Hanoi Drink team, and currently managing Olympique De Saigon in Vietnam, 

the winning team was composed by a group of friends from all around South East Asia.

After the victory in Phuket last November, ÓS DRINKOS is now looking to grow an 

"11 a side" team, hoping to repeat its initial success by winning the Bangkok Far East 

tournament and create some great memories from their Bangkok by night expeditions!

The 7 a side initial team was starting flying goal keeper Ronan Lemoguen from Saigon, 

defended by a mixed back four with Antoine "Toto" Veribizier (Hanoi Roots) & Mathieu 

Mondejar (Kuala Lumpur), Zacharie Blondeau (Olympique Saigon) and Jeremie "Minot" 

Pessotto (Hanoi Drink Team).

In the midfield, Pierre-Emmanuel "PE" Mol (Bangkok) Olivier "Oliv" Toffoli (Hanoi DT) & 

Radouane "Radou" Foulier (Hanoi Roots) were all over the place, showing some great 

passing skills and provided assists to the captain & striker, Cedric "Dunga" Guillet (OS).

For this year's edition of the Far East Tournament, the team strengthen up in defense with 

Sinh (DT), Florian (OS) & Gislain (BK), and added some talent to his midfield by bringing 

Viet & Vagno for OS, Clement for DT, and some Killing instinct forward with Jo (OS) and 

Vivien (KL)!

Rumours are spreading about a mysterious talented Brazilian star player, Alex da 

Rochachoa, whom has yet confirmed his presence on the pitch. Story still to be written...."

OS DRINKOS VietnamOS DRINKOS Vietnam
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"As every year, Saigon Hotshots are participating to this highly anticipated event. 
This time, we will bring up a mix of Saigon Hotshots old timers, a couple of 
friends from Bangkok and some of the U18 from Fox Football Academy 
(http://foxfootballvietnam.com/)".

Those kids will obviously be in Bangkok for different reasons than the rest of the 
team. The older team members are counting on them to represent the team 
properly on the pitch.
On the path to the Veteran tournament, we still have a couple of players shaping 
the team when they are not on the bench injured. Rumors say they are pretending 
to be injured and saving their energy for the tournament.
We are expecting the Hero to be back in Goal if he is done sulking. Everyone 
remember the save that brough the team in Final 3 years ago. Kevin Fox will lead 
his kids and will then behave when the sun sets. He is still insisting on having his 
#19 so our sport manager is expecting him to come back from his retirement and 
lead his kids on the pitch
Leo, our barbecue expert should have recovered from his Knee injury. As he said, 
"if it breaks for good, the insurance will cover the surgery". If Thai surgeon are as 
expert at fixing knee than at doing new boobs, we don't doubt he will come back 
even stronger.

As our social chair, we expect Jean to fullfil his role if he is not coming with his 
girlfriend. As wise as we know him, that may be a strategy to look after the kids 
and have the Fox out...



Saigon Reunited are made of The Saigon Saints, old an current, and have been established in HCMC 
since 1995 and compete in the local SIFL league.  The squad is hand-picked from the finest drinking 
establishments in Saigon and boasts a whole host of nationalities.  

The Saints’ are a football club first but also hold the social side of expat football very dear.  We have 
been coming to Bangkok for many years and for almost as long as The Saints’ have been established 
they have been touring and are currently regulars at the Phuket and Phnom Penh tournaments as 
well.  

We are a sociable bunch that likes to think that we bring more to a tournament than just football and 
are looking forward to seeing everyone else involved.  
We’re here to enjoy the football, have fun (lots of!) and make The Phuket7s an annual trip for The 
Saints. 

See you soon!     
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Here we go!

Swiss FC Singapore is happy to be back to Bangkok for about the 25th time or so....however, this 
year we have a major problem. Our domestic league campaign faltered early, hence management de-
cided to put all focus on the Easter tournament. Training plans, game schedules, nutrition etc were 
all geared towards the Easter weekend. But unfortunately, the organizer shattered all these plans 
by scheduling the event one week AFTER Easter!

This means of course that our team will peak one week too early and therefore will not be a force to 
reckon with. But in the spirit of fairplay the team unanimously decided to go to Bangkok anyway.

We sincerely hope that this year's shifting of the date is a one off, so that our precise and well-
structured planning is not disupted again.

At the time of going to press the line-up was far from confirmed. We are working on some specta-
cular transfers to beef up the squad, possibly including a 15 year old wizard! But whoever will even-
tually don the Swiss shirt will give it their best shot to engrave our name for the 7th (yes, we won 
it six times if my records are correct) time on the silverware.

A big thank you to GAS Bangkok for hosting this event and we look forward to an enjoyable weekend 
on and off the pitch.

Cheers

SWISS FC - Singapore
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RESULTS: VETERANS TOURNAMENT 2015 (+35)

Final results Cup

  1. OLYMPIQUE BARBARIANS Singapore

  2. HANOI DRINK TEAM Vietnam

  3. FRENCH SOCCEROS Singapore

  4. GERMAN OLD STARS Bangkok

  5. COSMOS FC Bangkok 

  6. BIG BAMBOO SHOOTERS Shanghai

  7. FINEXSYS FC Kuala Lumpur

  8. BAKER TILLY WANCHAI SPARTANS 

      Hongkong

Final results Plate

  9. FARANGUTANS FC Chiang Mai

  10. HIBERNIANS FC Singapore

  11. 1 THANA MERAH FC Singapore

  12. RED STAR KL Kuala Lumpur

Final results Bowl

  13. SWISS FC Singapore

  14. BAYON WANDERERS Cambodia

  15. GERMAN ALL STARS Singapore

RESULTS: MASTERS TOURNAMENT 2015 (+45)
Final results Cup

  1. TOTOS TITANS Thailand

  2. BCCT BANGKOK ANGELS Bangkok

  3. ANDAMAN SEA FC Phuket

  4. MALAYSIAN GRASSHOPPERS Kuala Lumpur
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REVIEW: FAR EAST TOURNAMENT 2015
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The ANZA Lions soccer team of Singapore played its first match in November 2009. 
Formed by parents of children in the Australian and New Zealand Association Interna-
tional Junior Soccer League. It has now turned into a multi-national group aged mid 
twenty to late fifties, playing across two leagues: 
aturday veterans (over 35’s) and midweek futsal.
 
Having completed our first overseas tournament as a team last year, it seems the pink 
slips for Bangkok are in short supply. Those that have or may have got away:

Jack midfielder and occasional striker (do not suggest substitution)
Alby rugby-esk defending, holding midfield and purveyor of vodka
Luke Freddie flash – lightning fast (bring the moustache)
Dave always in midfield, changed passport but not the accent
Hardy striker and not the only Brazilian to be found down Sukhumvit
Phelim the Mexican defender, bring on the Irish
Charlie creative mid, just back from injury and still shopping for those scoring boots
Alex mercurial midfielder - welcome to the tour
Jon sub on wherever and enjoys a quiet night out with the team 
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B52 CARNEGIES FC Tapei - Taiwan

The more mature and distinguished offshoot of B52 Carnegies Team will once 
again travel around Asia for some footy and party. Slightly slower, slightly more 
rounded but definitely one year wiser, the team will hopefully be ready for the 
slightly longer format of two days of football. 
The team has an internationally diverse team sheet with Mexico, Holland, Russia, 
Germany and other exotic locations represented. 
Football at its finest bringing the world together like it should!
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The Big Bamboo Shanghai Shooters Football Club compete in China's top amateur expat league- 
the Shanghai International Football League (SIFL)- and since our formation in 1998 have become 
the most successful football team in the league's history with 8 SIFL Premier League titles and 
10 SIFL Cups.

However, our the on field success of the noughties has not quite translated into success a decade later 
possibly due to our Paul McGrath-like post match diets at the sponsor pub, but it’s always easier in 
China to simply blame the air and put it down to pollution. 

We did manage to pip the Bangkok All Stars on penalties for the Shanghai Masters title in 2015 to 
break our duck of losing in 4 previous finals, however, in our 2nd year in Bangkok we are just hoping 
to make it further than our “youth” team in the Open and make it through the weekend of football wi-
thout our bodies capitulating on us.

The team that will be entertaining you this weekend is a motley crew of expats from all over the globe 
from traditional footballing powerhouses like NZ and Mexico, to smaller nations like Germany and 
England and amongst our ranks there will be a handful of debutants who have been eagerly awaiting 
their step up to the big time. 

We wish everyone a great weekend, many thanks to our sponsor the Big Bamboo for making this hap-
pen for us, and to the organizers and sponsors of the tournament.

BIG BAMBOO 
SHANGHAI SHOOTERS 

FC (Vets)
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With the popularity of 7’s football in Discovery Bay, residents Stefan Fuchs and 
Dirk Haddow formed a DB-based 7’s team, The HK All Stars, in 2009 to enter 
overseas tours, specifically in Thailand, and since 2009, the team has won three 
Masters Cup tournaments in Phuket.

Over the years, many of the players involved in Discovery Bay football 7’s and 11’s 
friendly football have also played together in the Hong Kong Legal League under 
a team called “Studz United”.

Now, with so many of the Legal League squad being residents of Discovery Bay, 
combined with DB based Vets Team, regular overseas tours with DB residents and 
the regular 7’s football playing every evening at DB local pitch, it was felt the time 
was right to officially form Discovery Bay Football Club (DBFC).

The 2014/15 season saw the establishment of the Hong Kong Legends League in 
which DBFC was one of the founding members of the 9 teams league, eventually 
finishing 3rd. The 2014/15 season also saw DBFC crowned Legal League Division 
1 Champions for the first time.

DBFC aims to promote adult football in Discovery Bay and position Discovery Bay 
as a competitive football community throughout Hong Kong and the region.

DISCOVERY BAY FC - Hongkok
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FINEXSYS FC - Malaysia

This will be Finexsys FC’s sixth consecutive year of participation in this great tournament.  The 
experience of the past five years has made us wiser.  We are now wise enough to know that the 
open category is too hard for our more mature players.  
 
We are excited to return to Bangkok to participate in our favourite tournament, and play in 
the Veterans Over-35 7-a-side category for the third year in a row.  
 
We hope to meet old friends and play in some competitive matches.  And we are looking forward 
to making new acquaintances and arranging tours and friendly matches anywhere in South East 
Asia for the rest of 2016 and beyond.
 
So, I hope you will join us in the fun that is the German All Stars’ Bangkok Far East Football 
Tournament – both on and off the field.
 
Just ask our coach.  His tactical instructions are: “Go out there and enjoy your football!”
 
That is advice all our players take to heart, combining their holidays with their love of football.
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The German All Stars Veterans take part in the monthly Vets Tournament held 
every first Sunday of the month in Bangkok. Despite being the oldest and maybe 
heaviest team in most of the tournaments, we always seem to have the most fun. 

The team joins other tournaments in Bangkok and throughout Asia – the 
most recent being to Manila where we were crowned Champions twice 
(in November 2015 and February 2016).

Just like their younger team mates from the Casuals team, the Vets are 
particularly proud to have team members from all around the world. 

The 2015/2016 season was not the most successful for our Vets as we were 
unable to participate in as many monthly tournaments as we would like. This 
was mainly due to player availability. 

Many of the Casual’s players will be eligible to play veterans football next season so expectations 
within the club are high. We hope we can be more competitive and celebrate more success.
 
The Far East Football Tournament is always a highlight in our calendar and the Vets look forward 
to meeting old and new friends during this weekend.

Besides playing football, the German All Stars Bangkok players, family members, friends, sponsors 
and supporters are engaged in many social activities e.g. the yearly Christmas Party, the annual 
Season End Trip and regular after match BBQ’s. 

If any player 35 years or older is still looking for a team to play here in Bangkok - let the Vets know - 
they will be happy if new team mates will join them.
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    "The German All Stars Singapore participating the 10th consecutive Far East tournament  
    this year. In this years tournament we are represented in all competitions: 
    Masters (merged with Hibs Singapore), Casuals (merged with Germans Dubai) and 
    the Vets (no merger).

    In order to be successful we have decided for the following squad:
    Goal: Nick "The Stick" Wolhuis, Klaus "Katze" Black
    Defense: Markus "Z" Zylajev, Jens "Nur der HSV" Taubken, Philip "Mitch" von Pein
    Midfield: Joerg " Wolle" Kuehn, Thomas "Tommy" Berner, Sascha "Heussi" Heussler,
    Forward: Marco "Richy" Richter, Frank "The Tank" Reitermann
    Coach: Timo "Smicer" Schmidt

The GAS Management team is convinced that these alcoholics will bring light into the dark to play a more 
successful Far East tournament compared to our performances in previous years. The Stick and Katze will 
ensure that we not concede any goals within the two days of football. With our strong defense, Z as our 
"Dauerlaeufer", Mitch the Fighter and Jens who is unfortunately HSV supporter, we are sure that these guys sup-
port our goalies not to concede any goals over the weekend. Wolle, Tommy and Heussi are in charge to 
support the strikers with passes and deliveries in order to convert our unlimited chances. 

We are trying to leave best impressions to our freshman striker Richy who is visiting the city of angels the 1st 
time - looking forward to your strikes on and off the pitch - see you next year again. But as we all know striking is 
your biggest issue and therefore we have The Tank to support you in this regards. Thanks for joining us also the 
1st time at the 32nd Far East Tournament.

Not to forget to mention Coach Smicer who will ensure not only unforgettable speeches but also the beer supply 
after each match.
 
Thanks for organizing, as we all know, the best hobby football tournament in Asia. 
VETS GAS Singapore
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Due to lack of an actual team photo for we decided to do our best and follow Bayern Munich’s 
success in previous (photo) and present years. Big difference: We are more experienced (actually 
should join the Masters) and heavier:

From left:
Holger Badstuber   = Chris Zimmer (St. Pauli - joins the defense trying to move 100 kgs) 
Manuel Neuer   = open position (hopefully we find a good one), Martin Feulner/
           Jakarta might join but won't play golie 
Toni Kroos    = Michael Scheile (FCB - also 100 kgs defender - if he is not injured)
Mario Gomez   = Thorsten Sierski (HSV fan - stationed front right)
Luiz Gustavo   = Anthony Bui (plays everywhere, great in practice) 
Jerome Boateng  = Nils Dammann (from the North of Germany, runs marathon) 
David Alaba   = Vince Coker (100 kgs but fast)
Philip Lahm   = Torsten Misselwitz (our Capitano, hopefully joins - no clearance yet)
Frank Ribbery  = Franz Jourdan (our joker - friend of Anthony, must be good)
Arjen Robben  = Tuncay Bokin (now in Singapore, tries to play like Robben)
Bastian Schweinsteiger  = Bernd Schneider (looks like Basti - 20 years ago, 100 kgs)
   
Sponsors:  Coffral Access and Shroing (Thanks, Jim) and the German Club Manila
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Brunei's Golden Goals FC was established by a group of Ex Pats in the 1980's. 

The team plays 11 a side games every Tuesday against local sides, but enjoys its 

annual trip to Bangkok for some 7 a side action. 

The GGFC squad currently consists of teachers, British military, commercial pilots, 

government workers, oil industry workers, and house husbands! The team has a 

real international feel and includes players from Brunei, Great Britain, New Zea-

land, Canada, Germany, South Africa and  Ireland. It is well known that Brunei is 

a 'dry' country so expect to see the 'Boys from Brunei' quenching their thirst in 

the bars of Bangkok, in the hotel, in the street, at the side of the pitch, in the 

taxi, at the airport.............during the weekend.

GOLDEN GOALS FC - BruneiGOLDEN GOALS FC - Brunei
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HANOI  DRINK TEAM - Vietnam 
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The Hibs are pleased to once again be involved in the German All Stars (almost) Easter 
weekend tournament.  It nearly didn’t happen due to a cock up on my part but many thanks 
to Jens for squeezing us in.  Now the hard bit - getting everyone to the pitch on time.

We are hoping that we can avoid the usual problems with players locked up the night before 
they are due to fly, suspicious eye infections picked up on the Saturday evening and the usu-
al cries of “I’m too hungover to play”.  We are also hoping that we can emulate the feats of 
the mighty Leicester City and defy the odds to challenge for some silverware.  Unfortunately 
we don’t have Claudio Ranieri to guide us, so Rod Strother will have to do if anyone can un-
derstand a word he is saying.

At time of writing this we have quite a small squad so have been desperately scouring our 
spiritual home of Muddy Murphys on Somerset Road for reinforcements.  Considering the 
caliber of people who hang out there I’m not convinced we will get anything better than a fat 
irish bloke to sit in the goals and drink a pint.  Every little helps I guess.

Big shout out to Danny for flying in for another tour, Gill for not being arrested already (at 
time of writing) and Trevor for his wonderful 5* reviewed apartment on AirBnB which will 
be party central this weekend whilst he’s away.  With Raja, Tunners, Lorenzo and a few 
others all getting ready to come we are promising to put in a good performance in the bars 
at the very least.

The Hibs have gone from strength to strength in recent years, currently boasting 7 different 
11 a side teams in various leagues around Singapore, as well as a midweek Futsal team.  
Possibly the biggest amateur football club in Singapore, and definitely the most social, it’s 
our pleasure to come and try our luck in the 34th International Far East Tournament.

Up the Hibbees!"

HIBERNIANS FC - Singapore
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HOLLANDSE FC - 
SINGAPORE/NETHERLANDS

The players of this team share a history that traces back to the time they were playing football 
in Singapore together. The heroic stories they tell each other about these days are in sharp 
contrast to the actual achievements: they certainly had an ability to confuse their oppenents, 
but hardly ever did this result in a victory of any significance.
The enthousiasme and love for the game di   d however never suffer. In this edition of the Far 
East Football Tournament, the team aspires to take the total football concept from the 70s to 
a next level. Defenders will be midfielders, midfielders will be wingers, and forwarders will be 
sweepers.
Should at some point physical fitness come and stand in the way (which it will) , the defence 
line will consist of Rogier Gasseling (1), Arjen Flierman (2), Ralph Hoekstra (3), Jan Renirie (4) 
and Patrick Pieket Weeserik (5). Midfielders are Remco Broekman (6), Jasper Neuteboom (7) 
and Arjan van der Merwe (8). Forwarders are Ard Huisman (9) and Frits Kool (10).
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KAIZER'S CHIEFS - Germany
After 5 years swallowing our pride not winning the Title for the third time in a row 2010, Kaizer's 
Chiefs are back in the City of Angels to go for glory or/and beers again . . . Kaizer has relocated in the 
meantime, bringing the Major part of the Team from his new home Team TSV Scheer winning the 
famous, but more regional Späh-Cup 2015 after more than a decade again (Klaus Lehr, Stefan Irmler, 
Andy Heim & Klaus König, mentally supported by towel boy Markus Stein, water Boy Jürgen Fulk and 
beer Boy Michael Stauss and our Cheerleaders Marion & Tanja Martha). From Kaizers old Club TSV 
Endingen Hans-Georg (Jörg) Reichert and Mario Richter are supporting the Team on and off the pitch 
and lucky us, we gonna get some help from Phuket again, as former Champion 2008 Andrew
"Hurricane" Higginbotham and Champion 2009 Simon "Le Beau" Smith signed up and are keen on 
getting some more trophies under their belt.

No matter if we play an important part in this tourney or not, for the majority of the Team it's the first 
trip to Asia and we will travel to Siam Reap afterwards to visit the historic sites of Angkor Wat and 
bring some donations along for one youth Team of the Samdech Euv High School, which we Support 
since 2013 to give Kids the Chance to enjoy the Sport we Admire for decades in a proper Outfit.

The rest is socialising and therefore we're already in good Hands of the German All Stars in Bangkok ! 

Play fair and stay healthy is our Motto . . .



The Malaysian Grasshoppers were formed in 1993 predominantly for the 
German speaking community in Kuala Lumpur. The basis of the team was to 
play hard and even socialize harder. 

Over the Years die MG's have become international in nature and have to 
welcomed many local Malaysians to play with them, but the hard-core is still 
German speaking.     

The Name Grasshoppers emanates from the Swiss team Grasshoppers 
Zurich, and the MG's have tried in vain over the years to match their illustrious 
European counterparts for style and quality.

Nevertheless, win or lose the MG's have Premier league status when it comes 
to the 'third half' with many players shining more in the bar than in the box. 
The future looks bright for the Malaysian Grasshoppers. The Numbers players 
continues to increase, the standard of play improves with every Weissbeer 
consumed.

Until today,the MG's are group of friends who have the excuse of playing 
football every Saturday to have a beer after the game and laugh.

Joerg
Captain Malaysian Grasshoppers

Malaysian Grasshoppers
Kuala Lumpur - Vets

Malaysian Grasshoppers
Kuala Lumpur - Vets
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Saigon Reunited are made of The Saigon Saints, old an current, and have been established in HCMC 
since 1995 and compete in the local SIFL league.  The squad is hand-picked from the finest drinking 
establishments in Saigon and boasts a whole host of nationalities.  

The Saints’ are a football club first but also hold the social side of expat football very dear.  We have 
been coming to Bangkok for many years and for almost as long as The Saints’ have been established 
they have been touring and are currently regulars at the Phuket and Phnom Penh tournaments as 
well.  

We are a sociable bunch that likes to think that we bring more to a tournament than just football and 
are looking forward to seeing everyone else involved.  
We’re here to enjoy the football, have fun (lots of!) and make The Phuket7s an annual trip for The 
Saints. 

See you soon!     
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SYK FC - MalaysiaSYK FC - Malaysia

SYK MALAYSIA FC is a team which was established by gathering among friends, 
who are love playing soccer. So far we are only played some casual local league in 
Malaysia and we also like to travel around the Malaysia to play friendly with the 
ex-state team. We also played some international friendly outside the Malaysia 
region. This is a great pleasure for us to participate in this extinguish event for the 
first time. We are looking forward to share memorable moments with all of you for 
the sake of friendship. And we will make our best on this tournament.

MANAGER/CAPTAIN – SIOW YEW KONG (MR.YEW)

PLAYERS :
1) CHOW CHEE WENG   6) WONG CHUN FUI
2) EDWIN LOO CHIN YEE  7) CHOONG CHEE HO
3) EE CHEE WEI    8) KONG KIAT ONN
4) SHUM WENG SENG   9) CHU KAR YOONG
5) CHONG KOK LEONG   10) TAN CHOON WAI
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VOODOO FC - Shanghai
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For nearly a decade the Voodoo 
F.C. of Shanghai have attempted 
to make a go at playing a proper 
brand of football. As the years 
have passed, and the job market 
outside of China wanes, it has 
begun to look more like a geriat-
ric hospital than a football 
team. But, hey, it's all about 
the banter rather than football, 
no? Average age - 34.

In 2006, the Voodoo made a bold 
move, had a one night stand on 
Burgos street, and nine months 
later the Voodoo Child was born 
in the summer of 2007. Led by 
some of the finest men and foot-
ballers in China, the Voodoo 
Child captures the spirit of 
its fearless leaders - Ian Dixon 
and David Roberts. At 52 years 
young, Ian Dixon is an anomaly of 
the sporting world and this 
year’s tournament will also serve 
as his stag weekend. 
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It's the first time Asian Development Bank (ADB) FC will join a 
tournament outside the confines of its home, Manila, Philippines. 

ADB FC boasts a roster with more nationalities than players, linking 
Asia with Europe...by way of North America. Such diversity is not a 
problem, though, as the players communicate effectively in obscure 
acronyms much of the time, as befits staff of their Manila-based 
employer. ADB FC features many long-time resident expats who play 

tegory of an event that the well-established club eagerly anticipates 
each year, we aim to win as many games as we can, but have fun 
first and foremost.  ADB FC will aim to bring an assertive and 
frenetic style of play to each match, placing a low priority on the 
possession game.

ADB FC - Philippines
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We have participated as Andaman Sea FC Phuket 2015 for the first time. Our team is 
very mixed. We have player from Germany, Switzerland, England, France, Dubai and 
Singapore. But we are no strangers....

> 2008,2009 and 2010, we were already in Bangkok! 
    Team: Fat, Bold & Ugly from Phuket.
> Vets Tournament 2008 we were the 1st runner up
> Vets Tournament 2009 we were the 3rd place
> Vets Tournament 2010 we were the 5th Place
> Masters Tournament 2015 we were the 3rd place (but of 4 teams)
> 2016, we have 12 teams at the Masters

We are look forward to an exciting tournament.
Have fun...

VINI VIDI VICI

ANDAMAN SEA FC - Phuket
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ROLAND FLUP
Keeper. Austrian Buffalo investor. He hates Germans. His favorite number is 5 which is also the number of goals he concedes a 
game. Favorite Fruit is apple. 
 
Greg Watkins
Work shy, lazy executive. Passed on and delegated the running of the team after securing sponsorship. Bangkok homeboy, Leeds 
fan and wobbly right winger and occasional right back. Throws the occasional tantrum and sulks a bit too . He lives and sleeps with 
Danny Poole.
 
Trevor Allen
Scottish entrepreneur and rough house Centre back. Time at Dumbarton FC in the lower Scottish leagues served him in developing 
his love of on the pitch violence. Owns most of Bangkok catering establishments and has a long story about them all. 
Don’t get trapped in a corner  with the ball or a beer. 
 
Jason Dinsdale
Cultured leftie and man about town. Spends his spare in the UK, either visiting the prison service and bailing his son. Probably the 
best drinker in the team and provides a perfect symmetry to his twin Greg on the other wing. 
 
Terry Boulton
Hard as nails Gooner and bully, liable to spark off at a wrong look from a small guys. Unlikely to make day 2. Prone to a howling er-
ror in critical games so stay close and wait. Despite being 93 he’s the fittest in the team  
 
Shaun Mullen
Kit washer, Water boy, people chaser and most gullible twat to say “ill run the team”. Goal hanger and team dreamboy
 
Steve Kerr
Glassback, struggling with an injusy after being recently floored by a bus. A long serving jock a kin to a few drinks, man aboot toon 
and keen on the wee lassies. Gets lost occasionally and can’t remember his position or the game location even after playing the pre-
vious day.  Unlikely to make day 1
 
Richard Bell
Brickie and hod carrier, very similar to Vinny Jones in style and ability, Our sponsor, guy we pretend to like as he funds our team, 
strip and tournaments. Odd sort of    effective player who grabs the occasional brilliant goal and thunderous 
tackle. Spend a lot of time                                                                replacing his hips in hospital after too much gyrating.
 
Gareth Sparks
Another fragile Scotsman.                                                                   The right ankle is the place to go to remove Gareth from the 
competition, we normally target                                                      this in the warm up. Nippy midfielder with a good engine and chips 
in with the occasional amazing goal.                                              Poor passer and will give a few stupid goals away too, not that it 
bothers him. Favorite fruit is Watermelon.
 
Simon Rock
Angry pub warbler, songwriter and guitarist. Still trying to make it after 30 years on the circuit. Great engine and random shouter. 
Takes about 2 hours to warm up to full pace before a game and usually knackered after 5 minutes. Married to the Thai Rocker Sek 
Loso  

B C C T  B A N G K O K  A N G E L S
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BRUNEI OLD BOYS
Brunei  Old Boys (BOB) was formed on the 08.08.2008 with the 
main objective of  enjoying the Beautiful  game of  football  and 
social is ing amongst our players  as  well  as  with the opposing 
teams. 

We are a  mixture of  local  players  with a few of  expatriate pla-
yers  sharing the common interest  of  playing our weekly foot-
ball  and the get-together of  beer drinking sessions after  each 
and every game. 

BOB are always interested in playing the overseas football 
tournaments in order to improve ourselves in so many ways 
that are so much different from Brunei. 

We hope that BOB wil l  again enjoy Your Wonderful  tournament 
this  t ime around and certainly be able to continue to partici-
pate in many more tournaments in the future.

Have a Wonderful  weekend.  Cheers. . .



Brunei Wanderers (Brunei Old Stars) were founded in the 1980’s by expatriate 
working in Brunei.  Today unfortunately, none of the founding members are 
with the team/group simply because they had left Brunei along time ago.
 
Footballing skills and talent has been the perquisite for joining Brunei Wanders 
and for some unknown reasons the players today are still “harnessing” that 
very skills and talent ???!!!!!!
 
Since inception in the 1980’s the team has been participating in veteran soccer 
tournament in Brunei and also overseas including Malaysia, Singapore and 
Thailand.
 
For the record this is the first time Brunei Wanderers participating in this 
tournament, INTERNATIONAL FAR EAST TOURNAMENT, BANGKOK.

BRUNEI WANDERERS
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The Malaysian Grasshoppers were formed in 1993 predominantly for the 
German speaking community in Kuala Lumpur. The basis of the team was to 
play hard and even socialize harder. 

Over the Years die MG's have become international in nature and have to 
welcomed many local Malaysians to play with them, but the hard-core is still 
German speaking.     

The Name Grasshoppers emanates from the Swiss team Grasshoppers 
Zurich, and the MG's have tried in vain over the years to match their illustrious 
European counterparts for style and quality.

Nevertheless, win or lose the MG's have Premier league status when it comes 
to the 'third half' with many players shining more in the bar than in the box. 
The future looks bright for the Malaysian Grasshoppers. The Numbers players 
continues to increase, the standard of play improves with every Weissbeer 
consumed.

Until today,the MG's are group of friends who have the excuse of playing 
football every Saturday to have a beer after the game and laugh.

Joerg
Captain Malaysian Grasshoppers

Malaysian Grasshoppers
Kuala Lumpur - Masters
Malaysian Grasshoppers
Kuala Lumpur - Masters
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TEAM BONDI - Australia

The Boys from “Down Under” will be making their debut in the 

German All Stars 34th Tournament.

Team Bondi has been travelling the “Sevens Circuit” with some 

credible results, having won several tournaments over the years.

The Boys are well known for their team unity and attractive 

style of football.  They come into the tournament with high 

ambitions and desire to show their Aussie grit and flair.
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VETERAN FOOTBALL 
ASSOCIATION (VFA)  

Brunei
Veteran Football Association, Brunei Darussalam ("VFA") was established in 2009. 
Since inception VFA is actively involves in football scene locally within Brunei and 
regionally. This includes organising local veteran football tournaments and participat-
ing in overseas veterans tournaments including in Malaysia, Thailand, Philippines, India 
& Maldives. Apart from tournament VFA had also participated in friendly veteran 
football matches locally & overseas.

The MAIN objective of VFA is to encourage & motive the aging football players & 
enthusiast to be active in football as recreation activities to maintain a healthy life style 
and also to foster friendship among football players & enthusiast irrespective of where 
they come from. Ultimately, to educate everyone that football is NOT only for the 
younger generation but also for the OLDER GENERATION.
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WA MAJESTICS - Australia
Our team from Perth, Western Australia, of over 45’s lads (mostly over 50’s and 
over 55’s actually ) are really looking forward to our first participation in the Far 
East Football Tournament.

Having previously played in the Bangkok 7’s over the years we know what to 
expect weather wise but we are very excited about our first venture into this new 
tournament.

We do bring with us a lot of experience with guys who have gathered many many 
years in positions such as cabinet makers, photocopy technicians, developers, 
semi retirees, entrepreneurs, brokers, factory shut down contractors, document 
destroyers and even a vet and much, much more.

We think that the above experience can only stand us in good stead and we look 
forward to testing ourselves out against other such credentialed opposition.

Whatever the outcome we all know that our lads will give each game their all and 
they will also welcome all of our esteemed opponents in any bars that we may 
come across them in.

We wish everyone the best and a safe injury free tournament and weekend at the 
34th Far East Football Tournament.

WA MAJESTICS - Australia
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Rules of Competition 2016
In general, all FIFA rules apply to this Tournament (except of corruption). Major exceptions and clarifications 
are described below. In line with officially practiced FIFA rules, the Referee’s decisions are final. No one shall 
dispute his decisions in any way, on or off the field during the tournament.

• In accordance with Article 3 of the FIFA Statutes: 
 Discrimination of any kind against a country, private person  
 or group of people on account of race, skin colour, ethnic,  
 national or social origin, gender, language, religion, political  
 opinion or any other opinion, wealth, birth or any other 
 status, sexual orientation or any other reason is strictly 
 prohibited and punishable by suspension or expulsion.
• There will only be one referee during each match 
 (no linesmen).
• The 34th International Far East Football Tournament will have  
 a “no-age-limit”, “11-a-side“, “11-a-half“, “full-field“, 
 “no-offside“, “rolling-subs“, and “yellow-card-sitout-the-half“  
 format in the OPEN Competition and a “over 35-age-limit“, 
 “7-a-side“, “7-a-half“, “half-field“, “no-offside“, “rolling-subs“,  
 and “yellow-card-sit-out-the-half“ format in the VETS and  
 MASTERS competitions.
• Players shall be allowed to play for more than one (1) team in  
   the entire tournament, only if the Captains of the two (2) rele- 
 vant teams and the player who is switching teams agree to it.
• According to FIFA rules, shin-guards are mandatory equip- 
 ment.
• In the Group Phase, each team shall be awarded with three  
 (3) points for a win, one (1) point for a draw, and zero (0)     
   point for a loss.
• In addition, one (1) - and, only one (1) - extra bonus point  
 shall be rewarded to the winning team that can score three  
 (3) or more goals in one (1) match. This means a maximum 
 of four (4) points per match for any winning team.
• All matches shall be played according to the tournament  
 schedule as announced by the organizers during captain’s  
 meeting. Any team arriving more than five (5) minutes late 
 after the scheduled kick-off time, their match shall be consi- 
 dered as forfeiting the match with 0-2 walk-over. The punctu- 
 al team shall be awarded with two (2) goals and three (3) 
 points. If both teams are late (usually Sunday early morning  
 matches!), they shall both be penalized with a 2-0 loss.
• A team must have a minimum of eight (8) Players (5 for Vets  
 and Masters) at the start of each of their matches; otherwise  
 the team shall be considered as forfeiting the match with a 
 0-2 walk-over. The opponent team shall be awarded with  
 two (2) goals and three (3) points accordingly.
• Unlimited rolling substitutions (“rolling-subs”) are allowed, and  
 players who are substituted are permitted to return to play at  
 a later time within the same match or later matches.
• Substitutions shall be made as the two (2) playing teams see  
 it fit without stopping the match. Since it is rolling-subs, the  
 on-coming substitute shall exchange places with the out-
 going player at the same spot on the same sideline.
• In the interest of fairness and controlling rough tackles & late  
 hits, any player receiving a yellow card during either half of a  
 match will be sent off, without being substituted, until the  
 end of that half during that match (“yellow-card-sit-out-the- 
 half”), leaving his team one (1) player less for the remaining  
 minutes of that half. The yellow-carded Player shall be per- 
 mitted to return to the same match in the 2nd half or play in  
 his team’s next match. A Player with two (2) yellow-cards
 collected in one (1) match shall automatically be sent off, 
 and is suspended for the next match.

• A direct red card shall also lead to an immediate send-off  
 from the match as well as an automatic penalty of one (1)  
 match suspension, with the possibility of further disciplinary  
 action by the Organizing Committee.
• The following four (4) criteria shall apply so as to decide the  
 group rankings: [1] Goal difference, [2] Goals scored, [3] the  
 score of the match between the deadlocked teams, 
 [4] Sudden-death-penalty-shoot-out. The winning teams in  
 all competitions shall continue on playing through their Quar- 
 ter Finals, the Semi Finals and the Final.
• In case the teams draw at the end of the regulation time for  
 the matches there shall be a penalty shoot-out immediately,  
 without playing any extra time, following the match to decide  
 the winner of the match.
• The following rules shall be observed for all the penalty  
 shoot-outs in this Tournament:
 > Before the shoot-out, each team shall select their initial  
 three (3) penalty-taking Players from the players on the field,  
 and register their names & numbers with the Referee.
 > In case it is still a draw after the initial three (3) of each  
 team, the winner shall be decided based on the sudden-
 death penalty shoot-out rule. In case it is still a draw after all  
 the Players in either of the team¡¦s roster have taken penal- 
 ties, then the turn rotates and re-starts from the first (1st)  
 Player in the initial three (3) penalty takers based on the  
 sequence of Players and their shirt numbers as recorded by  
 the Referee.
 > The goalkeepers of the teams during the penalty shoot- 
 outs can be chosen from any Player within the entire roster 
 of their squad; however, (barring a serious injury situation) 
 teams shall not change goalkeepers during the middle of a  
 particular penalty shoot-out.
• The winner of the Final Matches (whether in regulation time  
 or after a possible penalty shoot-out) in all of the competi- 
 tions shall be declared as the champions of their respective  
 competitions; whilst, of course, the winner of the Cup Com- 
 petition being the Tournament Champion.
• Any event not covered above shall be discussed and deci- 
 ded by the Organizing Committee of German All Stars Bang- 
 kok during the 2-day Tournament in consultation with the 
 Referees Committee. Inevitably, but authoritatively, their deci- 
 sions are final!
• In the Vets and Masters competitions no sliding tackles close  
 to an opponent. Goalkeepers can slide in a fair way inside  
 the penalty box, outside the box the same rule applies for  
 him as for a field player.
• Medical treatment on sight will be offered from Bangkok  
 Hospital free of charge; however any further treatment and  
 services outside the tournament’s compound will be subjec- 
 ted to the normal fees and charges.
• Sunday after the 1st game of the second round started the  
 schedule is fixed. Teams need to check their positions and  
 schedules to eventually claim mistakes before the 1st game  
 of the second round on Sunday start.
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THANK YOU! DANKE SCHÖN! KOP KHUN KRAP!

On behalf of all members of the German All Stars Bangkok and all other involved in
the 34th Far East Football Tournament 2016, we would like to express our heartfelt
thanks to all our sponsors listed below for making it possible to let this wonderful
and unique event happen again. With their generous support, this year‘s tournament
became even more popular. We are delighted to continue this longstanding Asian 
tradition in a fine way.






